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Department Adopts ·Bell Curve
By ROBERT ALMY
LOBO Staff Writer
The .new grading method this
am pressuring the~
semester for Spanish 101 classes
will limit the number of A and B
MCL department
·
grades to 30 per cent of the
students, said John J. Bergen,
associate professor of
because they have
students getting:
Bergen, who is in charge of the Spanish
101 classes, said the number of A's will be.
limited to 10 per cent and the B's to 20'per
higher grad~s
cent of the 557 students in the 20 sections of
Spanish 101.
without havir:~g
Bergen said the new grading method
modifies the standard bell curve by allowing
to do therethe other 70 per cent of the s~udents to make
C grades "if they demonstrate an average
quired work.
performance without l)aving marke9 ·
deficiencies in the control of the material."
-Natha.niel
A standard bell curve gives 10 per cent of the
students A's, ·20 per cent B's, 40 per cent C's, 20 per
Wollman,
cent D's and 10per cent F's, Bergen
The grading method used last spring, Bergen said,
dean of
was different. Letter grades were assigned and based
upon the following number grades: 100 to 93, A; 92 to
College
84, H; 83 to 74, C; 73 to 64, D;
63 to 0, F.
~of Arts
Final grades for the spring semester of 1977
and Sciences

_I

Spanish~

s~id.

an~

Form~Proces_sing

·t

obtained from the Modern and
Classical Language (MCL) depart- metlt showed 45.4 per cent of the
392 students in Spanish 101
received A's and B's, There were 94
A's, 84 B's., 88 C's, 49 D's and 77 F
grades.
Bergen said the new grading
method
was
adopted
in August 1977 by a committee of faculty
members from the MCL department because
of pressure from Nathania! Wt>1hrian, dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences. ·
.
Wollman said, "I am pressuring the MCL
department because they have students
getting higher grades without having to do
the required amount of woi'k." The standard
for a
grade is two hours of outside ~lass
work for every hour in class, Wollman satd.

The number of A's will
be limited to 10°/o
and the B·'s to 20°/o
·of the 557
students
in 20
sections.

c

-John.J. Bergen,

Wollman said the MCL department gave 49.7 per
cent of their stupents A's and B's in the spring
semester of 1977, and this was the highest average in
the college. Tlie overall average. for the college in the
spring semester was 37 per cent, Wollman said. ~
Dr. Sabine R. Ulibarri, chairman of the MCL
department, said all language divisions in the department are tightening up their grading methods.
Ulibarri said, "There. has been a concern in the
faculty for a long time that grades were too high and '
that we ought to do something about it."

assoc. prof. of
Spanish

Called Unjust'

WeatherProofing Funds at Issue
By PAUL SCHERR
LOBO Staff Writer
Many Jow-i'ncome persons
throughbut the state will experience
unnecessary delays· in obtaining
money to weather-p{oof their

homes this winter, the director of
the Division of Human Resources
said. Their applications to the
community action agencies for
moriey are being unjustlly
processed, he said.

Blue Camels, Birds
Rest in Maxwell
..
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By RAY (;LASS
LOBO Staff Writer
. A farmer leads a blue c~mel through a garden. Birds rest among the red
and green leaves of a tree. A herd of multi-colored camels graze in an open
field. A red bird tows the sun across the sky toward the sunset
These scenes cannot be found in the latest Hollyw~od movi~:However,
they can be found among a group of Egyptian tapestries on diaplay at the
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology on'the UNM campu& through Dec. 5.
The 29 brightly colored tapestries were created by children of Harrania,
a tiny Egyptian village. The creations reflect the backgrounds of their
makers, depicting mostly everyday farming scence ranging from "Farmers
Herding" to "A Farmerand His Camel."
The .tapestries, ranging in size from 13 by .20 inches to 43 by 82 inches,
are dominated by a wide variety of blues, greens, yellows and reds. The
distinct coloring was achieved by using wool dyed in either vegetable dyes
are aniline dyes.
Animals and trees are also a favorite subject of the artists. Among the
animals birds and camels rank as the most used, while the trees have leaves
of every color. ·
The tapestries were created through the efforts of an Egyptian a_rcfiitect
who felt that everyone had the potential to create.
·He gave the children some basic technical education on how to operate a
loorn, some naturally-dyed yarn and a place to work uninterrupted.
The t·apestries are vertical tapestries because they are woven pn vertical
looms. They are woven freehand without any repetitive patterns or
designs.
Tapestries range in price from $50 to $12,000.

.

The museum is free and open to the public Monday through Friday from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 5
p.m.

Director Herman Grace said the
The committee's instructions
have $1.5 million in funds to make .
situation has developed because the specifically state that they may only
weatherproofing available to lowProject Advisory Committees set policy for selections of homes to
income persons, Grace said, but the
(PACs) of the agencies have played be weatherized, he said.
time spent evaluating each appolitics by acting as a screening
• plication by PACs has J~ft the
agencies has left the agencies
committee for each and every
The community 'action agenc1es
hamstrung to authorize disburapplication.
sement of the money.
"There
have been quite a few in violation
of guidelines," Grace said. "We
are investigating each PAC now."
Grace said the investigations
were initiated after his office'
received numerous complaints
about delays in processing applications.
1
' In a way, it was innoceent on
the part of the PACs," Grace said .
"They do have the authority to
screen applications exceeding the
$250 limitation on material costs.
"But then they set a priority on
processing with that, but after
checking into it further, I
discovered that some applications-not from the elderly, and identical
in respect--were being processed
faster than others."
''Consequently, we are going to
go into the winter with a backlog of
applications.''
Grace said the first step in
·correcting the situation will be a
training session in Santa Fe next
Thursday for the Santa Fe Community Action Agency, held by the
Division of Human Resources.
Grace said the duties and
responsibilities nf the agencies and
their PACs will be discussed.
Other training sessions for the
rest of the Agencies throughout the
state will follow, he said.
''Incidentally," Grace said,
LOBO phtJ' 's by Wendell T. Hunt
''Here 1 am talking about $1.5.
million, and they just shut off my
The three photos above are samples of the weavings by Egyp- gas because I was five days late on a
$47 bill."
tian children now showing in the Maxwell Museum.
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By S. African Paper
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o' JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
.o (UPI) - South Africa's pro_g government newspaper the Citizen
.~ Thursd11y said the United States
o could "go to hell" for President
8 Carter's call for an arms embargo
·~ against the White supremacist
:::E regime.
;:
The government reported a
!if. growing exodus of Whites from
,.; South Africa and police killed a
"'
Black "Terrorist" it said was
Ol
ro trained in Angola and blew up a
D..
cache of Soviet-made arms in a raid
on a farming village.
In its editorial, the English
language daily said:
"We cannot be bullied, bashed
and browbeaten, threatened and

We back you
all the way!

subjected to mandaroty arms
sanctions without Saying: We have
taken enough from you, do your
worst, we shall not surrender to
your demands."
''So we tell the United States to
go to hell. Which is fair enough."
The Citizen editorial said South
Africa had friends in the United
States but added, "We must stop
making tactical blunders."
"Above all we must put together
a package of changes which will
impress not just our friends in
America, but also those in Europe
and elsewhere, that we arc on the
road to solving our problems," it
said.
The editorial was in response ·to
Carter's announcement last week
that the United States would
support a mandatory arms ban on
South Africa.
The UN Security Council reached
agreement on an arms embargo
Wednesday night after a day of
closed-door negotiations and U.N.
sources said it would likely be

United Campus ffilnlstty
6:30p.m. FridC\y: Singing Group
7:30 p.m. FridC\,y: R & R
·
·

.Rest. Recreotion ond Shoring Fun

9:15 C\.m. College SundC\,y School Cbss
Centro! United methodist Church
1 block west of UNm - 215 Pine NE

5:30 p.m. SundC\,y: Powergroup meC\I
6:15p.m. SundC\y: Powergroup movie Night

Petsonal Counseling
Always Avallab.le
United ffiinistry Center

1801 Los Lomos NE
247-0497
One block North of Schole's Hoi I
Positive, Jo,Yful and Christian

approved today.

O'Hair
Disrupts
Prayer
AUSTIN, Texas (UP!) Madalyn Murray O'Hair was
arrested Thursday while attempting
to break up the opening prayer at
the Austin City Council meeting.
"I'm an attorney and as an
attorney, I'm sworn to uphold the
constitution and I believe thfs is a
violation of the constitution."
O'Hair shouted when city officials
refused to dispense with the
religious invocation.
.
Mayor Carole McClellan asked
the atheist leader to be quiet, but
when O'Hair continued to shout
her objections the inayor called
police to escort her from the
chambers.
Police Chief Frank Dyson
personally arrested O'Hair, 58.
Municipal Court Judge Sarah
Denton offered to relcas.e the
atheist leader on her own
recognizance if she would
cooperate with police but O'Hair
adamently refused.
A police spokesman said O'Hair
refused to even give them the name
of her next of kin or tell them what
medication she is supposed to
receive.
"She's claiming she does need
medication but whe won't say whP.t
the medication is or who her dc,ctor
is," police sgt. Sam Ballard said.
Ballard said police have arranged
to have a doctor on hand if O'Hair
remains jailed overnight.
Her attorneys Indicated they
would seek a writ of habeas corpus
to free the atheist leader.

GAINS
CENTER
ITRACTION

NEW YORK (UPI) - Singer
Anita Bryant, an outspoken opponent of gay rights, cut short a
visit to New York City and cancelled a news conference because of
threats to her life, a spokesman
said.
Bryant had scheduled a news
conference for Thursday morning
to publicize her book, "The Anita
Bryant Story," at the New York
Hilton.
Her publishers said Bryant
cancelled the appearance because

5 European Brand• 14 model•
on di•play lr denaon•tration.

LEAD & CORNELL SE
268-4557

ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Former President Ford said Thursday the
supporters of affirmative action quotas are going to regret their stand
eventually
"To arbitarily pick a numerical quota system is wrong," Ford said.
"Ten years from now those who advocate quota systems will regret it.
In the long run, quotas are counterproductive." .
He made his remarks in an hour-long lecture during his second
apearance as a visiting professor at his alma mater, the University of
Michigan.
·

"The hotel was told that there were
5,000 to 10,000 going to march on
the hotel,- and also she was
threatened."
Bryant arrived in the city
Tuesday night for a taping of the
. NBC "Today Show" Wednesday
morning but because of the threats
returned immediately to her horne
in Florida rather than stay another
day for the news conference.
"We decided that between
Anita's well-being and the press
conference, Anita's well-being took

,,.,.

precedence," said Michael D.
Beinner, a spokesman for a firm
hired to arrange the news conference. "All I was told is that it
wouldn't be safe to hold it," he
said.
Joan Roncin, , representing
Bryant's publisher, said the threats
to Bryant's life were sent to NBC.
"It is really kind of frightening that
people are so militant against her,"
Roncin said. "She should have
freedom of speech too."
Ginny Vida, a spokeswoman for
the National Gay Task Force, said
the gay movement "deplores any
efforts to threaten her (Bryant's)
life or endanger her safety."
"We had heared some reports
that some individuals were contemplating behavior other than
peaceful and we wanted to do
everything we could do to ensure
that there wouldn'·t be any
violence," Vida said.
Elinor Cooper of the Coalition
for Lesbian and Gay rights said a
planned demonstration at the New
York Hilton had been cancelled,
but she said a demonstration would
be held at NBC to protest the airing
of the interview with Bryant on the
"Today" show.
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Instituting Police Forces
Took Careful Planning on England's no _
(UP I)-- Police are often regarded men for ranking positions in the stituti_ons
mo~eled
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lhe New Mtxicn Daily Lob J Is: pllblishcd
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the Univct:slty year and WL'eki:Y during the
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Publications of the University of New M'CJ~icc,
and Is: not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
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LOBO photo by Wondefl T. Hunt

The Blue King

SOFIA, Bulgaria - A strong earthquake jolted southwestern
Bulgaria and portions of neighboring Yugoslavia and Greece
Thursday, damaging buildings and railroad tracks but causing no
casualties.
The quake, which hit at 4:22 a.m. (10:22 p.m. EST Wednesday),
measured 7 degrees on the 12-degree Mercalli scale. This corresponds
to 4.8 on the open-ended Richter scale.
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Earthquake Jolts Bulgaria

Now only 10.00

·Garelli motorized bicycle.

/

Ford Say No to Quotas

were24.00

Featuring the • . •
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soft cotton velveteen pants

GET UP TO 150 MPG OF FUEL.

How
'Swede'
·It Is!
Marvin "Swede" Johnson,
UNM vice president for student
affairs, hungrily eyes a cak~ baked
for him in honor of his birthday.
The cake came as a surprise to
"Swede" and was presented to him
at the National ·Association of
Student Personnel Administrators
Convention at the Albuquerque
Convention Center.

FOLSOM, Calif. - Ralph ''Sonny" Barger, president of the Hell's
Angels motorcycle gang, was quietly released from Folsom State
Prison Thursday after serving 4 1/2 years on narcotics and weapons
charges.
'
Rosemary O'Mally, a prison spokeswoman said Barger, 39, was
met at the gate by only his wife, Sharon.
He had been serving a 10 year to life sentence, but was released
under a new law that sets specific terms instead of letting parole
authorities decide when a convict should be freed.

• All mereha:ndi~ 10% off
• Register for free
Birkenstoeks drawing

l
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Back Out o.n the Highway

Wild Rose New LQCation
2916 Central S.E.

SHOWING
LARGEST SELECTION
OF MOTORIZED BIKE
MAKES&: MODELS
EVER.

Christmas

I

UNITED NATIONS -The U.N. Security Council will meet this
morning to officially impose a mandatory arms embargo against
South Africa - the first time it has ever voted sanctions against any
U.N. member nation.
Diplomatic sources said the vote will be a unarnirnous 15,0.
The council wound up consultations behind closed doors on the new
'resolution -- a compromise between Black African states and western
powers-- and set the friday session for 11 a.m. EST.;

GRAND OPENING
Nov.4th&5th

lOA.M.- 6 P.M.

Layaway now

Embargo Becomes Official

~ =::!'!::';;~

CORONADO CENTER
MALL-SAT. NOV. 5th

-'

By United Pre$ International ,

Bryant Flees New York

•
Sponsored b!,l the l>lsdples of Ch1Jst. the
United Church of CM1Ist, U111ted fficthodlst Church,
and. the United Presbyterian Church 111 the USA.
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U.S. Told 'Go to Hell'

.0

as the thin blue line between
anarchy and order--and there is
some truth to that.
Whenever police services have
been removed from a city-- as when
police strike-- crime has risen, ·
although not always by as much as
expected, still, it has risen enough
to make most citizens uncomfortable. There is no question
that police perform an essential
public service. Yet the first formal
police· department in the AngloAmerican countries was not instituted untill829, in London.
England had sorely needed a
major police force for three
quarters of a century, The industrial Revolution had encouraged
migration to the cities.
Unemployment and economic
hardships following the Napoleonic
wars led to widespread riots and
protests over the climbing price of
food. And the rise in urban crime
reduced safety in streets and homes.
"Society," wrote one historian of
the period,''was in violent tranSt't'ton."
Still most Englishmen -- from
Tor'1es'through radicals --expressed
greater
fear ofParliamentary
police than of crime
and riots.
commissions considered and rejected
the police idea in 1770, 1793, 1812,
1818, 1822, and 1828. At the ~ime,
police ort the European conttnent
were often oppressive, corrupt, and
arbitrary-- and seemed the relevant
model for England.
The problem was, as it always is
for a society valuing political
freedom
how to reconcile
governm'ental power with individual freedom.
Sir Robert Peel, the home
secretary, addressed the dilemma in
several ways: First he spent several
years reformin~ the. cri~inal l~w
before introducmg hts pohce act m
1829. He realized that .the ne;v
police would not be succes~ful tf
required to enforce, m~onsts~e~t,
irrational or exceedmgly pumtlve
laws.
Peel and his associates also
distinguished the police from the
army -- feared and mistrusted by
the populace ·- in two respects:
Scotland Yard would not accept
applications from senior military

new police.
Moreover, the "Bobbies," as
they came affectionately to be
known after Sir Robert, were not to
carry firearms. Deadly weap'1_ns
were for the external enemtes
encountered by the army. The
police regulated citizens ~nd
required guns only for emergenc;tes.
Still, the new .police were tramed
to be and to look authoritative.
Uniformed police w~re carefl;lllY
instructed to be fatr and tmperturbable. Force, when used, was
to be measured, limited, and
minimal.
.
Finally, and most Importantly,
Peel established th~ .linked ideas ~f
police accountab1hty and pubhc
support. Just as police ranks were
to be drawn from . the cla~s. of
working people to msure CitiZen
support, police were to be accountable for their actions to
parliament and the courts.
These linked ideas -- legal accountability and public support -were the tools to resolve the
dilemma between freedom and
order.
Although America was also. a
d
·h 1

Amencan pohce department .was so
carefully planned and orgamze~ as
Sc~tland Yard. The. first full-time
Umted ~tates poh;e force was
for';led m Boston m 1837, .after
rovmg bands of Protesta?t rtoters
destroyed nearly every lnsh home
on Broad Street.
Unlike the English police prior tQ
the 1960's, American police, from
the 1830s to the 1970s, have been
involved with often tragic ethnic
and racial conflicts. This has
generated special problems for
American policing.
For example, New York City
experienced a riot in 1900 that grew
out of competition between Irish
and Blacks for jobs and living
space. The police did not stop the
White rioters who were beating the
Blacks, They joined them.
In a country with a history of
immigration, rapid territorial and
economic expansion, and slavery,
the quality
of
d
d law
· enforcement
h
·has
often epen ed upon t e question,
"whose law, whose order?"
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Introduce~ Hilights

..

University Store Only

& Body

.Hilights:
hilight your hair color with hennalucent; all ?atural no
peroxide & it conditions while it hilights your hmr even acts
as a true hair thickener.

Body:

· . .

.

. .

add body with l'oreal a conditioning while it curls. Ha1r
left lusterous, silky & manageable.

Come In
1419 Central N.E.
4019-4th N.W.

IS

Free
Consultation

Do Yourself A Few or
Sign The jJ~;UJj!. Petition
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University Store
2222 Central S.E.
255-2225
ffion.-Thurs. 10-10
Fri. Sat:I0-12
Sun. 12-6

••

Uptown Store
4517 Central N.E.
266-9867
ffion.-Sat. 10-8
Sun. 12-6
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344-1621
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Hell on Wheels
-~

by Tim Gallagher
They called it "Disabled on Campus {DOC) Awareness Day," I call it
"Hell on Wheels."
One of my earliest memories is playing in my grandfather's
wheelchair and him scolding me, "You should pray to God that you
never have to sit in one of those."
LAST TUESDAY morning, I found out what my grandfather was
talking about.
About 10 UNM administrators and students volunteered to spend a
morning going about their daily routines while confined to a wheelchair.
I was one of the 10,
Tuesday at 8 a.m., we mustered in on the second floor of the Union
for coffee, donuts and instructions from Leslie Donovan, president of
the DOC, and Tom Deniston, a good-natured loudmouth member.
They gave us a few nieager helpful hints and asked us to visit areas
which we learned would be impossible to ·get to. Then Tom closed the
meeting with a poem and the old Indian adage, "I shall not judge a man
until I have walked a mile in his mocasins." At about 8:30, we began
walking in the disabled's mocasins.
I MADE IT to the meeting by running up the stairs, but I soon learned
that life in a wheelchair is life without stairs. Floyd Williams, director of
the physical plant, and I had to have someone lock the elevator doors
open for us so we could enter.
Once into the fresh, cold morning air, my first realization was that I
would probably get frostbite while wheeling the chair. But there was an
even colder realization soon to come.
A couple walked by and though I pretended to be more concerned
with balancing my books and lunch on my lap, I could feel four eyes on
me. Another woman passed, two more eyes. And finally a second
couple. I heard the woman whisper, "I wonder what happened to
him~"

I resented all of them for their staring and their wondering, but soon
admitted that I stare and ask the same question. My faith in mankind
was soon restored by three people who helped ine pick up dropped
books and another who pushed me out of a sandtrap that made me feel
like I had my car stuck in the snow.
Spinning my wheels in the sand pit near the southest corner of the
SUB was one final result of many wheelchair tests 1 flunked that
morning. The first lesson you should learn in a wheelchair is to .plan
routes around ramps and elevators. Every open door is not open to a
person in a wheelchair.
Life must be difficult when you've got to think of every move you
make before you make it. It's the same thing with using the lavatory.
Brother, you better plan on when you've got to go, because it isn't as
simple as running down the hall. Marron Hall, home of the LOBO office, is not equipped to handle wheelchairs. The doors to the toilets
aren't wide enough, but that's immaterial. There's a two-inch piece of
moulding under the door which serves no useful purpose except to
make life miserable for people in wheelchairs.
The slightest slope of a sidewalk is a hazard as you battle to keep
moving in a straight fine. Little inclines in front of doorways that you've
never noticed before are of major importance to a person confined to a
wheelchair. Water fountains, elevator buttons and phone booths are
okay for the normal students, but frustrating to the handicapped.
Handrails seemed superfluous to me before my day in a wheelchair.
They helped me through a Jot of jams.
I don't know whether it was fortunate or unfortunate that I didn't
have any classes on that particular morning. The experience would
· have been awakening, but my notes would have suffered. My promptness would have also.
We regrouped on the second floor of the SUB to turn in the chairs
and have lunch.
Tom Deniston made some wisecracks, but he and other members of
the DOC voiced many of the problems that non-handicapped persons
never think of.
Throughout it all, I was comforted by the knowledge that in just a
few hours I could get up out of the wheelchairs and walk away. That
knowledge made it somewhat easier to face the problems of the day.
But I didn't know what it would feel like to know that you couldn't
get out of that chair and stand up, even if you fell out or you wanted to
run from some kind of danger. I don't know what that would be like,
but I do know it takes a special kind of person to live in a wheelchair.
Yes, I guess I did become aware. And those mocassins are large shoes
to fill.

LOBO editorial phon(] 277-5656
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltot-ln·Chlef: 11tn Gallagher
Matiagfng Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor; D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T:Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner

'

Copy Editor:: Koren Walston
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar

EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep~esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and leiters represent the oplnlori of the author and do
not hecessarlly reflect the view of the editorial board.
LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name
slgna_ture, address, and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer tha~
300 wor~s although exceptions will be made If the toptc warrants so. Only the name of !he
author W1ll be printed and names will not be withheld.
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DOONESBURY

The Iceman Writeth

Dorm's Day
By Steve Smith
Let's say you're at a party and you've just been introduced to three or
four cool-looking dudes. You're trying to impress them, right? First you
tell them about your $400 stereo. Then you describe your $4,000 car.
They seem interested. They keep smiling an_d looking at you with, what
you imagine is, some degree of admiration.
Then you make that on fatal mistake. You didn't mean to; it just
slipped out. But it's too late now. The damage has been done. You told
them that you lived in the dorms.
.. The smiles 0{1 their faces quickly turn to sneers. Their eyes become
icey. They dismiss y.ou with a wave of their·hands. Better find another
party, Charlie.
That's· the way it goes when you Jive in the dorms. You don't get no
respect. Even Doonesbury makes fun of dorms.
It's true that living in a dorm has its disadvantages; especially here at
good old UNM. Do you realize that even something as innocent as beer.
is prohibited in the dorms of our fair University? How can you be a selfrespecting college-type if you can't even relax with a cold one while
you're shooting the bull with your buddies?
It's bad enough that they have such rules here at UNM but, what's
worse is, that they enforce them. They hire a staff of student squealers
(the system calls them "advisors") who run around with pen and paper
in hand gleefully noting when someone sips a Coors or smokes a little
dope. It is a wonder to me that these "advisors" make it through a
semester without being dismembered.
But I guess dorm life isn't all that bad or else no one would live there.
Dorms are very friendly. Where else can you have five different friends
drop in on you in a single evening? Unfortunately this usually happens
on the night before your biggest midterm of the semester.
Where else can you get seconds on food that would offend even the
most insensitive palate?
Where else can you be serenaded by Peter Frampton and Bruce
Springsteen at the same time {usually3 a.m.).
Yes I guess there's a lot to be said for dorm living, but God help me if
I had to live in one.

Aspen Part I, Sam Elliot and
Michele Phillips star in this
oneabout love, mystery, murder
and romance in Colorado with
shades of Swede Savage. 8 p.m.,
ch. 4.
Sunday
Peter Lundy and the Medicine Hat
Stallion, Lief Garrett and Mitch
Ryan in frontier life during the
Pony Express days at 6 p.m., ch.
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Compiled By
D.M.FLYNN
Asst. News Editor
T.V. Movies
Friday
Disappearance of Flight, this one is
unknown to us but tell us how it
comes out. 2:30p.m., ch. 7.
No M.an of Her Own, Barbara
Stanwyck and John Lynd in a
casual romance. 11:30 p.m., ch.
13.
~ .
Saturday
King Creole, the late elvis Presley
stars in this one with Walter
Matthau about a teenager trying
to make it out of the streets.
10:30 p.m., ch. 7.
Double
monster
feature:
Dinosarus, Ward Ramsey fights
off a Tyrannosaurus Rex· with
halitosis. Destroy All M.onslers,Godzilla and son, Mothra
and every monster you've ever
seen. With Akira Kubo and
Kyoko Ai as co-stars. Noon, ch.

H&Dt.el, JR.! ROlAND, tiJHAT
8/?JNGS YO// TO OUR CAMPUS?

\
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T. V. Sports and Specials
Monty Python and his Flying
Circus, zany Britons try to tickle
your fancy Sat. at 10:30 p.m., ch.

5.
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Val de hi· 0, teams up with his
guests to bring you bilingual
entertainment Sat. at 3 p.m., ch.
~=H~
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Dallas at New York (;iants, the
LOBO predicts this one as the
upset df the week with the Giants
winning by one. Sun. at I 0:30
a.m., ch. 13.
deavywcight boxing, hardhitting
Jimmy Young takes on the fleet
afoot Ken Norton in a live action
packed match Sat. at 7 p.m., ch.

7.
Championship Wrestling Fri. at
8:30 p.m., ch. 23 and Sun. 10
a.m., ch. 7.
Cultural
Friday
Arthur Sussman presents "Areanas
of Conflict" for the last day at
the Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las
Lomas NE, noon to 6 p.m.
League of W.omen Voters will meet
from noon to I p.m. in the
Robert's Room, Scholes Hall.
Bring a sack lunch.

1

John Wayno and all his grit will appoar in a John Ford mo11io
this wookond. Chock tho guide for this and other past-times in
Albuquerque.

Colloquim "The Role of Metals in 1?day and_ Sun. at 8 p.m. Free
.
.
,
tickets avmlavleat KOAT-TV.
I '
the P ant Lectm, Cocanavahn A Art Exhibit, Art Musuem of the
by _Dr. flo· Dean Sherry from the Fine Arts Center. "19th Century
Umve~sity of Te~as Dept. of Etchings and Woodengravings:
Chemistry. ~ p.m. ~n. room 101
From the Collection " through
of the chem1stry blllldmg.
'
Ph~t·
h
f · T rt 1
Nov. 27, opens today 10 a.m. to 5
0
v ograp ers ·
rom · .o ~ ?•
p.m. and Sun·. 1 to 5 p.m.
Robert Go.obl~r and _Philip Art Exhibit, Art Musuem upper
~ergerson will d1splay the1r w<;»rk galleries. "The History of
m ~he ASA gallery, New MeXIco
Lithography: The First 1000
• Umon 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
y ears, " con t'mues th rought s un.
Co un t ry an d Wes tern at th e G o ld en
Satn d y
Inn in Golden, N.M. w_ith Billy Billiliards Singl:s,a both men's
Farlow ~nd the Texas swmg band
women's start at the SUB games
"Dave am't Here" at 2 p.m.
room.
Free on Fri. and Sat., $1 on Sun.
Meeting, Popular Entertainment
Workshop, "Computers and
Committee in rm. 92 of the SUB
Technology in Mental Health
at 7:30p.m.
Care Delivery" at the Bernalillo
Party, sponsored by the Returning
County Medical Health Center..
Students Association at 6:30p.m.
Call277-2626.
in the RSA lounge of the SUB .
Food and Creative Craft Show at
B.Y.O.
the 4-H club, 1500 Menaul NW,
Bike-a-thon,
for the UNM Medical
9:30a.m. to 3 p.m.
School starting at 9 a.m. in the
Arts and Crafts fair sponsored by
parking lot of the Albuquerque
the Christian Students Assn. at
High School, 800 Odelia NE.
130 Girard SE 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Concert, sponsm;ed by the New
today, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sat.
Mexico
Music
Teachers
Hockey,
Albuquerque
vs.
Association
at8:15
p.m.
in Keller
Challenger at Tingley Coliseum
Hall.

Growers market in the parking Jot
painters starting at 2 p.m.
of the Civic Auditorium, 7 a.m.
Lecture begins at 3 p.m. Featured
to noon.
artists include Matisse, Chngall,
Senior Citizens Arts and Crafts
Toulousc-Lautrcc, Dupre and
Show, presenting works by
Man ct.
Senior Citizens in Albuquerque at Shriners Pipe and Drum Corps will
the Civic,!Oa.m.to4 p.m.
perform at 2 p.m. in Bataan
Tea and Fashion Show in honor of
Park, Lomas and, Carlisle.
England's Si.Jver Jubilee at St.
Sponsored by Parents without
Marks-on-the-Mesa, 431 RichPartners.
mond Pl. NE, sponsored by the Charily Haz1mr at Coronado Center
New Mexico Daughters of the
noon to 5 p.m.
British Empire.
Albuquerque Roadrunners stan
Tea for the American Association
from Kit Carson Park, Iron SW
of University Women, 50th
and Alcalde. Mens slow run l :30
amJiversary at the home of Mr.
p.m., boys and girls I :45 p.m.,
and Mrs. William D. Brannin,
men's ·intermediate 1:55 p.m.,
3304 El Malecon NW, from 2 to 5
women's 2:20 p.m. and men's
p.m.
fast run2:30 p.m.
Rummage Sale sponsored by the Bicycle with the New Mexico
Manzano High School Concert '
Wheelmen starting at 9 a.m. at
Choir at The MRS parking lot 8
the Popejoy Box Office. Fourp.m. to 6 p.m.
hour ride for advanced riders and
Bicycle safety dinic sponsored by
two-hour ride for beginners.
the New Mexico Wheelmen and l'ro football this weekend and the
the Bike Co-op at 106 Girard SE,
LOBO PIX. Home team in
· l 0 a.m. to noon.
UPPERCASE, favorites on the
Football game, the LOBOS play
left.
host to the University ofTexas-El
18
NEW.ENG.
Paso Miners at University
Buffalo
HOUSTON
5
Stadium at 7:30p.m. We pick the
Chicago
CLEVELAND
3
Lobos by 10 in a low scoring
Cincinatti
game .
NYGIANTS
I
Dallas -;,
Sunday
Exchange Art Exhibit for New
Green Bay
2 'KANSAS CITY
Mexico and Colorado artists at
Miami
6
NY JETS
the State Fair Gallery from 2 to 5
New
Orleans
even
p.m.
PHILAD.ELPH!A
Concert, by the NMMTA featuring
DENVER
7
Pittsburgh
Richard Cassat Keller Hall, 8:15
St.
Louis
1
MINNESOTA
p.m.
6
DETROIT
Jazz by the UNM Jazz Ensemble at San Diego
ATLANTA
6
San
Francisco
Rodey Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
OAKLAND
17
Seatle
Piano recital by Rita Angel
L.A.
19
Tampa
Bay
sponsored by the NMTA at 3:15
p.m. in Keller Hall
The French Connection, a displa~
Upset of the week.
and lecture on the J:~reat French

**

323 A WyomingN.E.

An Introductory offer
Gents & Ladies 20% off
Perms 20% off
Style Innovator
Shops

For app't call:
Debbie
Darlene
Tino

Veterans' Solution
Ed ito~: I would like to reply to the "Opinion" Column published in the
Oct. 24 1ssue of the LOBO. Subject being, Miranda Davids' problems in
having to cope with the "Veterans Preferance'' policies in job hiring,
loans etc.
I have two splutions to this problem;
a) we do away With the military ~ervice in this country, no service-no
veterans
b) Miranda sould enlist in one of the branches of the military, then she
would become one of us (veterans). Then after putting in all that time
she may not feel that these benefits are unfair ..
As for the findings of the Civil Service Commission and the Federal
Personnel Management Project, I would suggest that they look into the
enlistment rolls for the past three or four years. They will find no
doubt, the dra~atic increase of enlistments from minority pe~ple,
These ~eo~le Will, become veterans and will have the same privileges as
non mmonty veterans under the preferance policy. So the claim of
inequity for minorities and women is a bunch of bull.
. I ga~e four years of my life in the service of my country so that people
hke Miranda could have the opportunity to express their opinions
{freedom of speech).
If the people of this country wish to show their gratitude 1can't see
where other people can say this is unfair. Maybe this is another instance
~f trying to forget th.e. Vietnam era veteran, I' can't remember any other
t1rne when these poilc1es hae come under fire.

by Garry Trudeau
UH.. RJBHT! I I
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USA
UNM Office Staff Seeks
•

Wage Parity With APS
By BILL ROBERTSON
LOBO Staff Writer
The University Staff Association
(USA), a recently formed group of
University office workers, held its
first election Wednesday for officers. Julie McKibbin, an administrative assistant with the
Department of Family, Community
and Emergency Medicine, was
elected president.
The objective of the USA is to
increase the effectiveness and
quality of service its members
provide at UNM while working
toward elevating the standards,
improving the salaries and working
conditions of all permanent office
personnel. "The USA is not a
collective-bargaining force," said
Susan Williams, a guiding force

TYPING SERVICE
• Professional
• Reasonable
• IBM Selectrics
268 •8515
Kinko's
2312 central

behind the orgflniz<~tion and
recently elected first vice president.
"We merely want some input into
the decisions which affect the 2,300
plus individuals who arc University
office personnel."
The main goal of the association
is to achieve wage parity with the
office personnel of Albuquerque
Public Schools (APS). Figures from
the UNM Personnel Dept. show
University workers arc paid up to
33 percent lower than those working comparable jobs for APS. "The
greatest variation occurs at the
higher levels," Williams said. "It
seems the longer you work at
UNM, the more you get the shaft."
After Bruce King, in a speech at
UNM which was broadcast on local
television, came out in favor of the
USA's goal of parity with APS
salaries, the personnel dept.
responded with a 5 per cent pay
increase for the new personnel.
Williams said, "Of course we're
happy with any raise, but this
action will only serve to attract new
people, and does nothing for those
who've been loyal and have stayed
with the University for several
years."
Williams said the turnover rate
for new office personnel at UNM is
20 to 25 per cent. "What's happening is that a lot of people are
using the university as a training
ground. The city, country and state

all pay more than the University for
the same jobs.
"The student is the one who
really suffers. When a department
secretary who has worked at the
University for just enough time to
learn the filing system leaves for a
more profitable job, she's replaced
with someone who must learn
everything new. It merely complicates things."
The Faculty Senate and ASUNM
have both passed resolutions, by a
unanimous vote in the Faculty
Senate and by acclamation at
ASUNM, supporting the efforts of
the USA in achieving equity with
the APS wage scale. President
William Davis and Vice President
for Business and Finance John
Perovich have also acknowledged
the worthiness of the USA cause.
"A lot of the university staff
personnel are women supporting
families, "Williams said. "Many of
of them have· been forced to take
second jobs to pay the rent. There
are actually office workers who
take home two-week paychecks of
little more than $200.
"We wanted to organize a march
on the welfare office with all the
staff people who were eligible for
food stamps, but the personnel
office wouldn't give us all the
information we needed.''
Others elected in Wednesday's
elections were: Lou Camp, second
vice ·president. administrative coordinator with the School of Law;
George Coston, treasurer, clerical
specialist lil with the ASUNM
office; and Phys Phyllis Scott,
secretary, an administrative
secretary in the New Mexico Union.

Board

··" -~;·Etected
Six new members have been
elected to the board of directors of
the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Grouo (PIRG).
NMPIRG Director Elizabeth
Remage-Hea!y said the new
members are Lila Bird, Jack
Fortner, Mark Liebendorfer, Ruth
Musgrave Silver, Norman Todd
and Matthew Trujillo,
Remage-Healy said a new
booklet explaining home energy
alternatives has been published by
PIRG and will be available on
Friday at the PIRG office.

<0

Toiletries Full of pH
Pure Gimmickry
Magazine Reports
In recent months, a much-acclai.med chemical factor called ''pH"
has achieved fame and fortune. In true success-story fashion, it has
risen from obscurity to become-the newest sales pitch of the cosmetic
industry. Dozens of galmorous, glossy-haired models currently
proclaim the "pH-balanced" and "special pH" formulas of shampoos, deodorants, soaps, and even naipolish.
In fact, millions of advertising dollars have been spent this year to
convince the-American public that the correct pH in personal care
products is essenti<~l to good grooming. But that claim, according to
Consumer Report Magazine, is pure gimmickry. The respected
consumer interest publication says that, while the pH levels of some
substances m·ay be a cause for concern if very high or very low, the pH
of even the most ballyhooed toiletry has "little or no value," except as
an imaginative selling point.
A unique aspect of the current craze is that many consumers have
only a vague idea of what pH means. Simply stated, the factor is a
measure of the acidity of alkalinity of a substance. Seven is neutral,
over seven is alkaline, and under seven is acidic. Human skin is
slightly acidic.
.
.
But all these numbers mean little in terms of self-beautification.
Chemists consulted in the consumers interest magazine's investigation
of the pH phenomenon agree that virtually all of today's hair and skin
cosmetics have pH 'levels that are perfectly harmless. Labels that
promise "pH balance" or "non-alkaline," say the sci~ntists, simply
denote that the product's pH is close to 'that of the skin (slightly
acidic) and therefore, less likely to irritate than a compound that is
very acidic or very alkaline.
Thus, in shampoos, at least, the almost-mystical properties of the
proper pH are proven to be, literally, a washout. ·

A f 5 OVIe
• t 5 ess1·0n

d
c 0 m· m u n ·1st Ce n5 o re
MOSCOW (UPI) - Two independent-minded
European
Communist leaders drew mixed
reactions from the Kremlin
Thursday, with one winning · an
audience with Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev and .the other
barred from speaking. ·
- Santiago Carrillo, the outspoken
leader~df the Spanish Communist
party, said he was not allowed to
address a special session of top
party and government leaders on
the 60th anniversary of the
Bolshevik Revolution.
. "I was not given an opportunity
to speak nor was I given any reason
.why," he told western reporters.
"But I think you can imagine
why."
"I wanted to state the specific
conditions of our party regardless
of the opinions held here, but that
was not possible. It is their house
and tl\ey are free to listen to whom
they wish to hear."
'

Albuquerque Children's Theater
Four Perfonnances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, Nov, 5th
&
Sunday, Nov. 6th
I :30 and 3:30
eacl~ day

PRESENTS

~
by
"Bill "Hayden

for

PLUS
See what happens when Androcles meets one of the .
funniest lions of all times in a delightful new version
of this G!assic tale,'.'Androcles and The Lion," featuring
such ACT favorites as Cathy Cravens, Anna Constantz.
Tom Beaver, Ken Bibe;IU, Sharon McConnell and
Sara Voorhees.

ACT

"'

Tite ACT Mime Troupe
in
THE COMEDIANS

IN ADVANCE-$1.25 or $1.00 for gro'\lps of 10 or more
All Tickets $1.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE
Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office- 277-3121
And All Ticket Master Outlets
For further infonnation, caD A.C.T. at 268-6561

Carrillo had said before his
arrival in Moscow that he would
speak out against the Soviet leaders
in opposition to "The road that
they have taken and the methods
they employ."
Italian leader Enrico Berlinguer,
also one of the 'so-called
Eurocommunists,
met·. with
Brczhnev despite somdfiit'!ii~S
during Wednesday's session when
he said each country should fqllow
its own road towar!i. socilili~m,
based on its own need_s:
The Soviet news agency 'J.<lSS said
Brezhnev and Berlingtte'r met in a
"spirit of heartiness and friendship." .
In an ·obvious reference to
Berlinguer's bid for more independence from Moscow, Tass
said both men "underlined the
necessity
of
inlerna tiona!. .. voluntary
cooperation."
The Eurocommilnists have
offered the only remarks critical of
Moscow during the two days of .
official speeches.
Other speakers in two days of
meetings of top government and
party leaders included delegates for
Israel, South Africa, Argentina,
Britain, Greece and Portugal plus
scores of other nations.
The Chinese and Japanese
Communist were conspi-cuous by
their absence.
There are I34 delegations from
104 countries attending the anniversary celebrations, which will
climax with the traditional Nov. 7
military parade in Red Square.
Speaker after speaker, in IOminute remarks, praised the Soviet
Union and called the 1917
revolution a "turning point in the
.
history of mankind."
Carillo said he was not bitter over
his inability to address the group.
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ECI
CLOSEOUT!

~79
Incredible high-fidelity and poweriul sounds
are yours with ECt's Trend tV Speakers. A.
big 12" woofer and 3-waydesign, all for this
dynamite, low price!

.
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Sansul'sisAU517
Amplifier
here for Integrated
you at THE
great price. Loaded with the
power and features you want,
now I

$269

0'
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AN EXTRA-SPECIAL TIME TO. ·SAVE
'.

STEREO ••• NOW!

CUSTOM HI·Fl, is THE DISCOUNT
CENTER, it's our name and our claim
to fame. We bring the finest in stereo
to you at the lowest prices in town.
Come by TODAY and get your
stereo. Choose from such famous
names as Marantz, Pioneer, Sansui,
ECI, B. I. C. and many others. Hurry,
quantities are limited on some
items. Remember: We've got your
Stereo, We've got your Price, Period.

.

POWERFUL GREAT SOUNDS

• Bring· adventure to your life. Explore great stereo, at home. We've
matched the Pioneer SX450 AM/FM Stereo Receiver with
Sansul's SR222 Manual Bell Drive Turntable, complete with
base dustcover. and Audio Technlca AT91 Ocartridgeand ECI's

Leading off. the Sansul7070 AM/FM Stereo Receiver 1s a dream
weaver. Flexibility lo custom design the sound and power to dnve
ECI's new Prollle 100 Speakers to grand illusions. The B.f.C.
960 Automatic Bell Drive Turntable completes lh1s Knock-<>ut
system. Take it home, enjoy the vibes.

3
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The Pioneer SX650AM/FM Stereo Receiver Is a gem and has the
power to drive the ECI's Profile 640 to concert levels with
smooth, natural sounds. The Pioneer PL112D Belt Drive
Tum table handles your grooves with finesse. and comes complete
with base.dustcoverand cartridge. Together, it'swhatyouwantfor
great sound.

only $24.63 mo.
DECI YOUR HALLS

only $25.65 mo.

ontr $30.71 mo.
"lEW'' FROM SCOTCH

REEL TO REALI

$169
The Pioneer CT·F4242 Front·Load
lib PIONEER'
Cassette deck rivals many of the higherend decks with features, at a fraction of
the cost. With it, you get all the music,
clean and smoolh. A winner, and then
some.

With Akal's 4000DS you'll get
all you ever imagined In a reel 1o
reel recorder and then some. A
design of excellence with an
outstanding low price.

The Scotch Mast•r If brings
new excitement to your
tape deck. You'll hear
more great sounds than
you thought you ever
could. 90 Minutes.
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$1795

THE DYNAMIC DUO
Put the Discwasher
and Soundguard to·
gether and you've got
your records' covered.
Clean and protected.

WE MAKE IT EASY TO BUY:
FINANCING AVAILABLE ON APPROVED CREDIT, OR USE OUR
NO INTEREST LAYAWAY: MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HONORED.
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EASY ON YOUR HEAD
For those quiet nights when it's
you and your sounds, Pioneer's
SE205 Headphones make them
come alive.

ScDtch

FREEWAY SERANADE

PIONEER •••THE LEADER
The beautiful new Pioneer
PL570 Quartz Direct Drive
Turntable is a winner and then
some. Superbly accurate and
quiet wilh the leatures thai set

.

~=:=$269

~AUDIO·

For out friends on the freeway! Lighten your days
with Pioneer's KPBOOO In-dash AM/FM
cassette Stereo. Featurmg the Supertuner for
beauhlul FM. The Powerhouse If adds clean,
pure power and with Jensen's 9740 Coaxial
Speakers (at no extra charge) you're up, up and
away!

TECHNICAl

The sure-tracking Audio·
Technics 911 E Stereo
Cartridge, is a full range,

~~~$3995

5005 Menaul NE
1 here will be a freshman and sophomore orienta·
11on progtom to the C'ol1cgc of Nursing, 1'hurs, Nov.
10 from 3 to6 p.m. in the College of Nursing student
lounge.
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The LengtH:: of Women Voters wiU met noon to I
p.tn. in Rohcrts Rm. of Scholes Hall Fri. Nov. II

The ASUNM Popular Entertainment commitcc
will meet Si!l. ,Nov. 5 in rm. 92 of the SUB al 7:~0
f1.rtl.

Rcrurning StuUcnt~ A~soc. will nlccl Snt. Nov. Sal
6::\0 p.m. in the HSt\ lounge in !he SU!l.
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New Yeo.r King Ailing

A~U\) Ci!CDW<D~
COll<D~CO~ (!)~~~[!!~

HOUSTON (UP!)-- Band leader
Guy Lombardo was in critical but
stable condition Thursday with
lung, heart and kidney problems
that have complicated his recovery
from major arterial s~rgery live
weeks ago.
"He appears to have a
pulmonary problem associated with
some kidney and heart failure,"
said a spokesman for noted heart
surgeon Dr. Michael E. Dcbakey.
"The Pulmonary (lung) condition
is not related to the surgery."
Lombardo, 75, a 40-year New
Year's Eve tradition for millions,
had a weakened and ballooned
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Songster Strange But Kinky
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Uy ROUJ\RT SI'IEGlcL
K1n ky Fnedman
1s a
'
strange char!lcler. Looking like a
skinny, young Dylan, Friedman
isn't your normal Texan.
Talking

at

an

in-

almost

comprehensible speed, Friedman
was contmually e1ther maktng
references to his J ewishness or
making offhand bawdy jokes. He
attributed his lateness at the Golden
Inn last Saturday to an inability to
synch his ")ewish Standard Time"

Jim Brnzell's

Comic Book o.nd Film Festlvo.l

November 5

9 am to 11 pm

with New Mexico's "Mello as a
Cello" lime.
However, he did enjoy the rowdy
Golden audience. ''The corwd's
really nice, very good vibes in the
vibatory area, considering we
haven't had an album out since 19ah ... " said Friedman. "We will
soon though, and it'll be a good'un.
"van Dyke Parks (who also played
piano and accordion in Friedman's
band) is going to produce it, and
we'll probably have a record label
within the next week. We have a
bidding war going on right now.

door prizes • costume contest • dealer's tables
10 hours of movies • star trek material • star war

We got the material and we're
ready to roll. I'd like to get into the
studio tonight."
Kinky Friedman's last bout with
notoriety was as a member of Bob

Admission $2.00
Albuquerque Go.rden Center 10120 Lomo.s NE
For informo.tion Co.ll83l-42ll

lntetvlew:
Ftledmo.n

Dylan's Rolling Thunder .Review
last year. "It was pretty dam
wicked working with Dylan. When
he's in a great mood, he's wonderful. When he's. in a wicked
mood, he's wicked, wicked; he's
wigs everybody out. He's very
strong in the vibatory area. But l
liked the tour," said Friedman.
Friedman has recently finished a
movie which is due to be released
here within a month. "I got a movie
out now called Record City said
Friedman. "I play a stoned kind of
rock star in a record shop. Frank
Gorshwin and Ruth Buzzi are in it.
It's made by National Pictures and
NBC bought the rights to it.

"They tried to get Keith Moon to
star in it, but he fucked up and they
got me next. They had to change
the dialogue from British to JewishTexas. It was nice, 'cause groupies
·were coming around saying '.Be nice
and I'll show you where the rabbi
bit me.' The name's Record City.
Look for that bugger; it's my
motion picture debut!

Catch A Thiel"
and "Another Thin Man"
Students wllh ID
$1.25 every

By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Fred Astaire Cyd Chari sse

THE BANDWAGON

(color)1953

Gene Kelly Frank Sinatra

ON THE TOWN

(color) 1949

,..,..,,~, .. note: "Gigi" has been postponed until later this wi
ter, when a print measuring up to Sunshine standards will be
liable.

SUNSHINE THEATRE
CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKIN~

equipped with a six-piece band,
Billy C. is striking out on his own.

Billy C. Farlow, former lead
singer for Commander Cody and
Billy C. has not yet completed his
His Lost Planet Airmen·, will bring
first
album, but the revie.ws from
his new western band to the Golden
his
California dates have been
Inn in Golden this weekend.
favorable. Much of Commander
Cody's success as a live band had to
During his eight-year stint as do wtih Billy C.'s writing ability
front man for the commander , and his onstage craziness, (His Elvis
Billy C. penned such classics as imitation has always been one of
"Seeds and Stems," "Took Three
Bennies and My Semi-Truck Won't
Start," and "Lost in the Ozone,"
the group's theme song. Now,

Joseph Andrews, directed by Tony Richardson, is
sir owing at tire Louisiana Boulevard Cinema.
By DAN HUMENICK
Where did Tony Richardson find backers to finance
his Joseph Andrews? This "comedy" is so dreary as to
be guaranteed to achieve almost instant obscurity, and
certainly any producer with the ability to read could
have seen that the script did not contain the necessary
material needed to attract an audience.
Hadn't they heard that costume period pieces are
dead? Apparently Richardson is a very convincing
person; this movie has a lush, expensive look that
means he was able to raise quite a healthy sum from
producers who obviously have no notings of public
taste.
The story follows the contrived adventure of the
title character, played by Peter Firth, who, as the ads
helpfully inform us, "Serves the Lady Booby but loves
the Little Fanny." Ann-Margret is .the Lady Booby,
and she discharges Andrews as her footman when he
does not respond to her attempts at seduction.

the highlights of a Commander
Cody show.)
Billy C. will play both Friday and
Saturday nights, beginning at 9
p.m. The Albuquerque, progressive
country group, Dave Ain't Here,
will open both nights. Tickets are
$1.50 in advance at all Ticket
Master locatiorts, and $2.50 at the
door.
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A New York spokesman for ~
Lombardo said his wife of 41 3
years., Lillibell, wa~ in Ho\tslon 0"
.,
and his brother, Joseph, an interior ,.f>.
decorator unassociated with the
Royal Canadians Orchestra, had
~
visited earlier in the week.

"'
"'

~

Go~ia-Gavra.-

Andrews leaves and travels across the countryside. He
meets bunches of people and gets into lots of great
adventures and the movie ends happily as Andrews
marries Fanny (played by the pretty, yet chubby
Natalie Ogle).
The movie is tasteless and never funny. The period
is much the same though not exactly set in the same
time and place, as Terry Gilliam's Jabberwocky,
except it is even filthier here. But Joseph Andrews is
lacking in that film's remarkable sense of humor. In
this one, the camera lingers on bloated and ugly faces
and disgusting body sores. People snort snot at each
other and dribble saliva into their wine glasses. When
the wri.ters are at a Joss for such jokes, they'll resort to
having their characters drop their pants and/ or fart
loudly.
Richardson, who also did the earlier and much
superior Tom Jones, is a competent director, and
Joseph Andrews is a well-made film. But there is
nothing in it but unamusing vulgarity, and that is not
any intelligent' movie-goer's idea of entertainment.

The

ltl!l!ltl
In The Student Union Building Basement
Friday, November 4
Roek 'N' Roll Hooehie-Koo With

••··n•Bo
lrll

Blll1

Saturday, Novembe•• 5
A Return Appearanee By Funky

llti~IIIIID'
DOORS OPEN AT 8:30P.M.
1st 20 people admitted Free

Admission PI•ices
Students
(With UNM ID, Pins One Guest)
5 :l.OOeach
Public 5 2.00 eaeh

BIII.Y C. Fatlow and his Band.
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"Challenge" Hockey! 1
Exciting,
I
Action-filled
Ice Hockey

Friday, Nov. 4 and Sunday, Nov. 6
at the State Fair Colesium
first buzzer at 8pm

Admission: '1.00, '3.00, '5.00
Tickets available at Albuquerque Ticket
Agency and all Circle K stores·.
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and
GREAT
~PECfATIONS

Dircctl:'d hy
David Lean

"... perhaps
the most
remarkable
film to

emerge since
Cecil B. DeMille
founded
Hollywood!'
-VERNON SCOTT,
UP/

-

Weekend movie Watc.h
'

""

Andrews: No Tom Jones

Back in the O.zone Again

Mon &Tuos

"'

The operation to reconstruct a ~.
section of the blood vessel ncar his 0
heart was declared a success and he Ql0
was released from M cthodi>l ~
Hospital in "excellent" condition r
0
Oct. I8. But he was readmitted Oct . 0"
.0
27.

"This palt,Y's all wet." So Is Joseph Andtews.

Starts Wednesday:
~ltcllcocl<:• 11 To

01

section of a major blood vc~sel 2
~
rcm\Jvcd by Debakey Sept. 23.

~~PANCHO')
~~2108 CENTRAL SE e 247·4414

"I got another movie coming out
too, called Prime Time, but that'll
take longer than a month to come
out. In that movie I snort a 12 foot
line of cocaine." As bizarre as
Friedman is, the movies are bound
to be rather strange.

"'0
(0

Compiled By DAN HUMENICK
does not concern the murderous
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. at t.he
and GEORGE GESNER
of insane computer
activities
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema.
specialists
whose jowls have
Oh God: The Lawdy is George Valentino: Rudy Nureyev, the
grown
flabby.
Carrie is your date
Russian dancer, plays Rudy
Burns and he's whiter than a
at theM Plaza at I :15, 7:15, and
Valentino, the Latin lover in Ken
White Owl. John (Roswell)
9:15p.m.
Russell's
latest
fih:n.
Former
Denver is his ever-smilin disciple.
Mama, Michelle Phillips is his Bobby Deerfield: Who is he? The
Oatmeal-smeared sheep become
answer lies at the M Plaza at I, 7
love
interest. You can also see
restless and God (Burns) takes it
and 9:30p.m.
Leslie
Caron
(Gigi)
and
Carol
unto himself (yea, verily) to rid
Rolling
Thunder: Ghouls and
Kane (Hester Street) at the
the world of pestilence and sin.
perverts
turn out en masse for
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema.
This inspirational comedy is at
this
idiotic
revenge drama. Major
the Cornado Four Shrine at 1,:40, Harold and Maude: Bud Cort,
Chuck(Up)
Rane is equipped with
Ruth Gordon and suicide jokes
3':40, 5:40, 7:40 and 9:40p.m.
a metal claw and he puts it to
are involved in this cute little
Thursday Morning Murders: One
good use (groin mutilations, eye
comedy
that
seems
to
have
Thursday morning, murders are
gougings, etc.). The Ranestorm
become a cult item. They
committed causing fatal deaths.
starts at 7:45 and 9:45 p.m. at the
dynamic
duo
and
the
music
of
The Surgeon General has passed
Cinema East.
Cat Stevens are at the Louisiana
a warning that snipers can be
Kentucky
Fried Movie: This is no
Blvd. Cinema at 2, 3:50, 5:40,
injurious to your health. The
greasy
imitation.
This is pure
7:30 and 9:20p.m.
shooting starts at I :30, 3:30,
comedy.
Take
your
fistful of yen
5:30, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. at the Star Wars: It has put the bite on
to the Cinema East at 7:30 and
Jaws. See why at the Mall
Coronado Four and 7:15 and 9
9:20p.m.
Cinema
at
noon,
2:30,
5,
7:30,
p.m. at the Galcria Twin.
Fantasia: It has been called the
and 10 p.m.
I Never Promised You A RoSe
greatest cartoon ever made. It is
Garden: A young girl whose tears Carrie: Brian de Palma's horror
Disney's
greatest work. Also you
story is one of the great films of
are like the dewdrops on a pretty
CCH'I~.-.ci 6«1 pG¥ 11
this seven-year decade. The plot
red rose is pricked by the
penetrating thorns of insanity.
Kathleen Quinlcn has blossomed
into a real llt1~ nclrcss wl.th this
emotional role. The show sllu'ts
at 1:50, 3:50, 5:50, 7:50 lllltl. 9:50
p.m. ut tile Cot'dlllttlo J>'um.
Yon Light ll11 M!• UI'N A tend~r
mclotlmnta nbmtt tl Y0\11\P. llil'l
who i.~ lntpprd hctwc~n u Ill'~ II' u
comcdiriHl~ 111Hl '«1111!'''~'''· My
ltll~'l umh llt'hhv lh\\111~ Iilli!-'

the Hunth~HIItc 'illllll 11 n111 thi1
llHW!c. lit~ llillllir j1IIIV' Ill I~~~
C'UI'l111L1\Io h1111· Ill bl -,, 1 :•1.~,
>:4~. ~1:4'1 rtlld 4:,)'> p.lll.
.10'<\'lili AIHII'I'II'<: A ltilllll! 1111111
ll'clt'l l iilhl w·l~ hlfn f\ ltlf <II'
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!.............................................................................................~
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!hill)!"<" l'h!!l"!!l •11'111 h "'' l'lh-111,
C'iJ1l'Li!tlil !ht• II<\ ill~\ '<li•il'< pf iiiC
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A NORMAN JEWJSON Film

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"

FM 94
all seats
roxw1~ft2CK'\f.~: MIDNITE SHOW 94c
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England Dan &
)oHn ford Coley
IN CONCERT

And Special Guest Star

Mary MacGregor
Also Comedian

Billy Braver

1 Greo~en.
i I":W"ai.OCe'
j
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Snturdny: Gteo.ser's Pnlo.ce
7:00 o.nd 9:15

The Union sub Theo.tre
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Rough mix:One Face and One Who~z
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With a Laugh and a Song
"Let's Get Small' '!Steve Marlin

.3

WIJ llSK 3090
..?:
·c;;
By GEOR(;E GESNER
Cl
0

u

·;:;:

The audience at the Boarding
House in San Francisco got more
than a $4.SO show, having witz nesscd live the strangest, zaniest
most
uncompromlSing
0 and
~ comedian to emerge in this decade.
:g, The man is Steve Martin and his
~ guest appearances on the Tonight
Show and his live appearances have
skyrocketed this relative unknown
~
~

[

Steve

.,

The album naturally includes his
renown "Let's Get Small" routine.
Malin laKes a light look at drugs
and its effects.
The comedian opens side two
with his alternative to people who
smoke. If Martin keeps up with this
habit he may lose some friends.

J

·~_m_att_ln~

.

cuss ion of the cost of ticket prices.
Martin sells them into believing that
they are getting a bargain and by
the sound of their laughter they
must be.

What follows are skits on how
Steve left his lover; how he makes

to the top of the new wave of
comedians.
With his banjo as his sidekick,
Martin starts rambling on because
he's a rambling guy. In a sense it
describes his routine, constantly
moving.
One plus for Martin is his use of
subtleties in his voice and in his
delivery. He can make what seems
to be a straight and unassuming line
into an incredibly funny line just by
the variety of inflections in his
voice.
Martin also relates to the
audience quite well. On one routine
he casually talks with the audience
about money which leads into a dis-

"Rough Mix"!Peter Townshend

his 102-year-old mother pay back a
loan; a verbal attack on the stage
crew and a sing-along song his
grandmother taught him. It's
amazing how the Boarding House
crowd could have sang along without cracking up.
If comedy ever fails Steve
Martin, he can always lean back on
his excellent musicianship. Let's·
hope Martin has the genius to thrive
in the field and not get used up
some like some comedians. A
minus.

This man suffets ftom smallness

Cosby Loses Touch with His Roots
"Disco Bill" /Bill Cosby /ST-11863
--Capitol
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
I always remember Bill Cosby
as a semi-serious comedian/actor.

Atamblln' guy.

Ronnie Lant!/MCA-22 95
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Taken on its own terms, as a
rough, "in-between albums,"
record, Rough Mix is a throughly
enjoyable and at times brillant
album.
For Pete Townshend it is a
musical escape from the ex·
pectations. and overall seriousness
of a Who album. For Ronnie Lane,
it is a between groups (Rod
Stewart's Faces and the newly
reformed Small Faces) release of
music. The songs, all but one
written by Townshend and Lane,
are by no means scraps; they are all
very good, though sometimes
rather underdeveloped.
·
Neither Townshend nor Lane are

He would jump out of the car
with Robert Culp in the TV series
"I Spy", or he'd be on stage telling
us about his childhood with Fat
Albert. Cosby would tell us jokes-but they weren't presented in a
simplistic way. Cosby along with a
few other very talented comedians,
gave the audience a verbal picture,

a characterization.
This characterization was much
like what Richard Pryor and Lily
Tomlin are now known for. Bill
Cosby became famous for giving
his audience pictures of his
childhood, sharin)!. his past.
That was Bill Cosby several years
ago. Disco Bill is the second in a
series of satirical albums. The first
Bill Cosby is Not Feeling Himself
These Days" stomped on a lot of
different facets/artists in the
recording industry -- but the most
important thing to remember is that
it was funny. Disco Bill gets lost

somewhere down the road. 1 ne
first time it worked, the second time
around it regresses.

Lawteilce Welk's mexican songsttess ·Anacanl headlines a concert tonight at the Kiva Auditorium In the Convention Centet. Bob Ralston; otganlst of the Champagne
music makets will open up the show. The event starts
at 7:30 p.m. and tickets fot tesetved seats ate available at Albuquerque Ticket Agency.

There 'are 10 selections on this
LP. They range from "A Simple
Love Affair" to "What Ya Think
About Lickin'my Chicken" to
"Boogie on My Face". Most are
funny titles, but that's where the
record stops being funny - I mean,
sure there are parts where you'll
laugh, btit it's not a continuous
humor. It's really ridiculous
humor. Check out the lyrics on "A
Simple Love Affair" a take-off on
Barry White. "I don't mind you
getting mad at me. I don't mind the
names you call me. I didn't even
mind you pulling a gun on me, and
waving it in my face, and shooting
it through the ceiling and killing the
bird on the roof--but you're going
tojail ... "

mir~ge

"Mirage" /Richie Havens/ A&M
Records
SP-4641
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Mirage is a large, though
somewhat awkward, step for Richie
Havens. With the exception of
"Nobody Life to Crown," Havens
has completely abandoned his
former approach to music. Along
with adding freshness to his style,
this rock-oriented ·music gives
larger dimension to Havens' rich,
forceful voice.
There· is not one weak song on
tl\e fitgt side. He nperts · appropriately with ·"Live It '(Jp," a
song celebrating the idea of having
a good time while your alive. This
sets the mo.)d and theme for most
of the album.
The rest of the side follows in the
same spirit. The loud, persistant
background draws a strength. form
" Havens' voice that previously could
only be imagined.
Havens does not sustain the high
spirits through the second side. lt
opens like a blast with Allen
Toussaint's "We All Wanna

Disco Bill is what some people
call stupid or sick humor. I prefer
to call it ridiculous humor.

'

You become disenchanted when
you come to expect much bett'er
things from a fairly popular,
prominent ani~t such as Bill Cosby.

..

The hustte ot
the. hard stutt
Wtthout the
hasste!
.

"Off the Wall" /Robert
Miller/Windsong Records BHLl2337

All natural
flavors!

SE: Wine Cocktails
.•

An idea whose time has come!
Ready-to-serve cocktails ...
only they're made with California white wine Instead of the
hard stuff to be lighter, more
refreshing. All natural flavors!
Chi Chi tasles just like a Pina
Colada.
Strawberry Senorita lastes just
like a Strawberry Margarita.
Senorita tastes just like a
Margarita.
Sunburst tastes jusllike a
Sunrise.
Orange Smash tastes just like a
Wallbanger.
Kona Tai tastes just like a Mai Tai.
Calypso tastes just like a Daiquiri.
Ale.. i4% by volume. A product ol Trojan
Wine Specialties, Los Angefes, California,

De cool! Wear The Cube!
Get this beautiful Ice House necklace by DuBarry
Fifth Avenu~ for ~3.50, includes tax, postage. Cube,
tongs on 24 cha1n. Mail check/money order to:
ICE HOUSE NECKLACE • P.O. BOX 9 • BROOKLYN, NY 11232
Name ____________________________

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

City--------------------------Siale

----------------~Zip

SHOWN
ACTUAL SIZE

______
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

By ROBERT SPffiGEL
For a commercial country
album, Roger Miller's Off the Wall
isn't bad. The strength of the album
lies in the songs, all written by
Miller himself.

Dylan's Kids
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (UP!)
-- Singer Bob Dylan has agreed to
obey a court order to return his
four children to the custody of his
former wife,'Sara.
. Superior Court Commissioner
John Alexander ordered Dylan
Wednesday to return Jesse, II,
Anna, 10, Samuel, 9, and Jakob, 6,
to Mrs. Dylan's Beverly Hills
home. A fifth child, Maria, 16, is
attending school in Vermont.
Mrs. Dylan won legal custody of
the children when . the couple
separated last February after 13
years of marriage. But Dylan took
over physical custody in September
when she traveled to· Hawaii in
search of a home.

Miller's thin voice has grown
fuller over the years and he takes on
more with it here th!III he has in the
past.
The production and
background is solid, nothing exceptional, but certainly competent
enough to reach the potential of the
songs.
About a third of the songs are in
the comedy vein that
initially
brought fame to Miller. But none
of these songs are anywhere near as
·funny or clever as his early material
such as "Dang Me" or "Chug a
Lug."
Miller's talents are now centered
in love songs. "There's Nobody
Like You," a song about the guilt
over leavirtg someone he doesn't
love, and "Dark Side of the
Moon," a song of the realization
tht there is a dark side to even the
best relationship, are the best songs
on the album,
, Both of these songs are as unique
m style and approach as "King of
the Road" and "England Swings."
Though most of the album is weak
i~ comparison, Miller still shows
himself to be -one of Nashville's
most talented songwriters,

No Illusion
Boogie," but from there, the spirit
and tempo falls.
On "Nobody Left to Crown''
Havens returns to his past both
and
lyrically.
musically
Disillusionment over government
and leaders is the song's core, but
the statement is unfocused and
unconvcing. The song just does not
have the old Havens' power of
"Handsome Johnny."
As uneven as tne second side of
the album is, the change in Havens
is a delight. Havens finally sounds
comfortable in the seventies. In his
last tew amums it sounded as if
Havens was trying to force the
sixties' musical sensibilities into this
decade. Now with Mirage, Havens
sounds fully confident and ready to
once again become a strong musical
force.

StQt Ttunked
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could call it an animation
masterpiece. If you think we're

guitar. In this uncontrived setting, ~
Clapton sounds beautiful and s:
unassuming.
~.
This is not the best music from 8
either man (the album's title makes o
this clear), yet it is a rare chance t<J !!!,
hear them, expecially Townshend, -<
r
O
on sue h raw, purely musical terms. cr
With this in mind, Rough Mix is an .0
absolute, though offlmnd, succes.>.
z
~
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• Precision haircuts
• Superb styling
• Men, women, children
Kathi Ray
Linda Perez
Kathy Garley

Tues-Sat 9-?
235 San Pedro NE
256-1808

being sarcastic,
we're
not. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~!~
Showtimes
are 7:30 and
9:20p.m.
at the Hiland Theatre.
Heroes: Henry Winkler is not
Fonzie. Sally Field is not the
Flying Num. Harrison Ford is not
Hans Solo. Erase those images
from you mind as these three
stars are cast in Heroes. The
movie starts today at the Los
Altos Twin.
Piece of the Action: Sidney Poitier
and Bill Cosby play "nice" bad
guys who are blackmailed by
James
Earl
Jones
into
rehabilitating ghetto
kids.
possessed by "the demon
criminal element." The piece of
the action is at the Los Altos
Twin at 7 and 9:40p.m.
Damnation Allcy"Yoiks! The
town's full of ... killer cockroaches. Lookee! It be a horde of
\' .. ~iga11tic scorpions!" Well,
I·Jl be damhed; this movie sufferS'"
from fallout at the Lobo Theatre
at 7:45 and 9:30p.m.
The Devil and Leroy Basset:
"Lissen, Leroy," sez the ol'
debbil to me, sez he: 'Lissen! ·r
gats a great idee for a new
movie.' Affer he sez dis, I grabs
me trusty cam' ra and pours red
hot coals down me pants, so as to
make me scream.'' Did Leroy
really say this? Find out at the
Eastdale at 7:15 and 9:15p.m.

~-.11

LOS ANGELES (UP!) --Actress
Nanette Fabray, who suffered a
concussion when knocked to the
ground by a rambunctious elephant
Halloween night, was reported in
good spirits Thursday at CedarsSinai Medical Center.
Miss Fabray was walking three
elephants in a scene for the movie
Harper Vally PTA when one
knocked her down with its trunk.
She was hospitalized in serious
condition with a concussion,
bruises and sprains.
A spokeswoman at the hospital
said the actress has been moved out
of the intensive care unit and into a
private room. She said Miss Fabray
was doing nicely and in good
spirits.

music Convention Set
The New Mexico Music Teachers
Association Convention gets underway this ,weekend at the Fine
Arts Center.
Students can register for the 27th
annual convention at 8 a.m. in the
Fine Arts Center foyer for $4.
Workshops on teaching techniques,
studio policies, musical recruiting,
etc. run throughout the weekend·.
Special events include a Student
Awards Recital at 8:15 p.m.
Saturday in Keller Hall. In the same
hall at 3:15 p.m. Rita Angel,
faculty member at UNM will

movies

particularly strong singers, though
their low-keyed vocal approach is
attractive. The center of the album
is the bare-boned music (even the
string flourishes arc less than
polished). But uneven as the record
is, the musical dynamics and overall
competence of the guitar work is
impressive. On four of the nine
cuts, Eric Clapton adds dobra and

perform a James Ualloway composition on Piano. Galloway was
commissioned to compose a work
(which has a New Mexico theme)
specifically for the convention.
Richard Cass will perform a
piano concert Sunday at 8:15 p.m.
He is holding workshops and clinics
throughout the convention and will
be lecturing on Sunday as well.
On Monday there will be a
"master" class for high school and
college pianist. The pianists bring
their materials to class and get brief
lessons from guest clinicians.

BUV1
GET1

FREE

Monday · Friday

5:00. 9:00

Boogie To:

H. Hopper
UNCLE NASTY'S
Lunches Monday Thru Saturc:!ay
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Ruggers End Season,
Travel to Union Finals
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UTEP Miners Invade Lobo/and

Uy J>eter Madrid
LOIIO Sports Editor
Last Saturday's football game
against New Mexico State was a
'
'
·
· ·
·team rivalry. This Saturday mglH's
game against Texas-El Paso at
University Stadium will be more of
·
a personal nvalry.
UNM defensive c~ordinator Gil
Bartosh was head Mmer coach last

I

·

,

comwg ~~ the. ~obos. J~nt.or
fullback Mike Wilhams and JUmor
safety Max Hudspeth are both El
d 1 d h· h
Paso products an P aye
Ig
school ball
When asked If the game had any
b ·
h'
'nee he coached
eanng on Im Sl
ll~ere, B~rtosh said, "It's the game
victory Itself that counts for me.

ther~.

• 14 kt chain bracelets
under$9.00
• Turquoise, diamonds,
chains
I

II

400 San Felipe NW E2 .
242-0211
~

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • OAT • LSAT • GMAT
GRE • OCAT • VAT· SAT
NMB I, II, III·ECFMG·FLEX· VQE

L.---J

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

tehere IS a

dlfferen~el!!

For Information Please C~ll.

299-5144

fl(~ L~~(,,EDUCATIONAL CENTER

•

10712 Snow HmghtsN.E,

Alb. New Mex.'87112

I'

b

seas~n be~ore stcppmg down ~nd It s not because " ve cen coac

We have little somethings
that you can afford

Something New
in OldTown

I(;~.

The UNM Rugpy Club completed its regular season with a win
over Santa Fe at Johnson Field last
Saturday.
UNM scored first with a 20 yard
field goal by Wink Donne], but
Santa Fe came back to score a try.
With UNM trailing 6-3, Hank
Crumpton broke a long run and
passed to Joe Watson, who went in
for the score.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

.

: ·

Classes Now Forming in Albuquerque
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223·1782
Centers in Maier US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

h

there that matte~s. M'
1_11
.Last s~ason t e . mers ~ere v
With their only wm commg 0 er
N M · St t
~;h exi~o a e. t ff there this
, ey ave a
, k ow
year, Bartosh said, 1 don t bn 1
what type of plays they'll use ut

n~w ~.a

·

'

,

kn~w ~~~~on;; 1J;~~e ~~~~into
thisot weeken~'s matchup with
identical Western Athletic Conference records The Lobos and the
Miners are cu~rently sharing the
league cellar with 0-3 marks. A win
this weekend will elilninate the
goose egg from the win column.
Head Lobo coach Bill Mondt
said last weekend's victory
motivated the 'Pack.
Mandt said, "We played hard
and forced State turnovers."
"Against the Miners" Mondt
said, "We'll be running into ~he
Houston Veer offense. New Mex1co
State and Texas Tech are opponents
this year we've met that ran our of
this formation."
Using the Houston Veer, Tech
scored 42 points against the Lobos
compared to the 134 NMSU scored.
Mandt was pleased with the
defenses' performance last weekend
and explained, ''The pass defense is
getting better. We are more sound
.on the rush and we're getting to the
quai·terback."
The Lobo secondary will have its
hands full this Saturday night with
Miner split end Bubba Garcia.
Garcia is theW AC's leading pass
catcher with 32 snags for 561 yards
·
and five touchdowns.
His strategy for breaking in the
open is forcing a linebacker to
cover the swift receiver.
Garcia and the rest of the Miners
have had one week to rest before
Saturday night's game.

Miner coach Bill Michael said,
"This o en week really hit us at a
good ti~e. It helped us as far as
healin some of our injuries and in
gl
t · the
genera gave us some res m
middle of a four game road trip,"
Commenting about his squads'
·
a
Mondt said ''1'11
upcommg g me,
•
b
·
'th c J (Jones) again
t~is g~~~~e:~. we'win win the game
if we keep doing the same thi?g we

to break the 1000-yd mark, and
sophomore Charles Baker on the
defense who leased the 'Pack in
tackles with 91.
"I was impressed with both
Jones and Noel Mazzone at the
quarterback spot," Michael said.
"Looks like UNM has some depth
·
. .
.
f'
there Of course Williams IS a me
one ~nd the Lobos have excellent
receivers too.".
.

did against the Aggies. We_ll ~;
doing pretty much the same thmg.
The L?bos will hit t~e Miners ~u1l
force With the runnmg of Mike
Williams, who needs only 188 yards

_Quarter?ackmg for t~e t>:hncrs
Will be Mike McCall _filling m for
t~e injured <:?scar R~mirez who hurt
his arm agamst Anzona State two
weekends ago.

conversions to l'Ound out the final
score in favor of UNM 21-9. The
ruggers ended the regular Union
season with a 3-3 record.
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The UNM ruggers will travel to
El Paso this weekend for the Rio 2
Grande Union Championships. ~
This is the finale of the rugby ~
season, and all or the teams in the gUnion will be participating.
,-;.

Spikers Play at Home
;,.J,_.
Action at the High Desert Classic in which the Lobo Ruggers
dropped tWo games.

The UNM women's volleyball
team closes out a three weekend
home stint against conference foes
New Mexico State and Texas-El
Paso this weekend in Johnson
Gym.
The fern spikers, under the
direction of c0ach Barbara Butler,
host the Aggies tonight at 7:30.

Linkers Resume Play
A rested UNM golf team which
won the 23rd Tucker Tournament
in October will undergo an even
tougher test Nov. 7-9 when it
· travels to the Harvey Penick
Invitational in Austin, Texas.
The Lobo starting six got a
breather when Coach Dwaine
Knight sent his reserves to Las
Cruces to play in the New Mexico
State Intercollegiate, The team,
made up mostly of freshman,
finished third and Knight was
pelased.
"They played really well and
John Fields finished sixth with 11
score of 221 -- not bad for a freshman," he said.
Arizona State won the tourney
led by the medal-winning per-

formance of Mark Mattingly.
Knight said the Harvey Penick
will probably have the strongest
competition the Lobos will face all
year. "We will be the only team
there from the Western Athletic
Conference but there are some
other strong teams including
Houston and Oklahoma State.''
The Lobos finished fourth at last
year's Harvey Penick Tournament,
and Knight hopes to keep the
Tucker momentum rolling. A total
of 21 teams will be playing at
Austin. Along with the favorites
Houston and Oklahoma State will
be Oklahoma, Louisiana State,
Texas A&M, Oral Roberts, Centenary, New Mexico State.
Mitch Mooney, who finished

third in the Tucker, will lead the
Lobos with Jeff McMillen, Mark
Pelletier, Chris Nordling and
Fields. . The sixth man will be
determined prior to the tourney.

Saturday the te\lm will. take on
the Miners at 3 p.m.
Lobo team

mostly freshman and sophomores,
so Butler has said she thinks the
team will get better as it matures.

French Toast Sp.:.........
75c
... includes two pieces of French Toast, cup of coffee
and one refill (untillO am) Offer good November 6-13

GriddtirMika Williams, an El Paso nativa, will /sad tha 'P.,ack
running_gama Saturday night against tha Miners.

Mat Challenge

;

Santa Fe then tied the score at 9-9
with a field goal. UNM finally
broke away when Mike Lucero
passed the ball to Bernie
Ditenhoffer after a long run.
Ditenhoffer carried the ball in for
the try. UNM added an insurance
score when Mike Nickles intercepted a Santa Fe pass and raced
25 yards for his first score.
Wink Donne! booted 3 of 3

"1J

co

Coach Ron Jacobsen will unveil
Lobo wrestlers expected to
his 1977-78 UNM wrestling team vacuum regional recognition this
Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 7:30 when year include senior llutch
the Lobos compete in challenge Escalante, who was the Most
matches for starting positions in Valuable Wrestler in the Lobo
Johnson Gym.
Invitational last year, junior Gary
In addition to the challenge Hines, who was first in the Las
matches there will be an in- Vegas Open and third in both the
traduction of the team members MIWA and the Lobo Invitational,
and a clinic covering wrestling rules
and techniques.
The seafood fund raising drive
"This will be an excellent op- for the UNM wrestlers looks to be a
portunity for Lobo wrestling fans success and buyers may pick up
to meet this year's team-- which by their seafood on the main campus
the way, .I'm really excited about," all day Friday or at the K-Mart on
said Jacobsen. "There will be alot Carlisle Saturday. Additional
of good competitive wrestling to seafood may be purchased at that
watch too."
time.

A majority of students said they preferred night games for Lobo
football in a random sampling taken Thursday afternoon on the UNM
campus.
The sampling was taken after the UNM Athletic Department's
move to schedule three of the 1978 football games at 1:30 in the afternoon, including the Oct. 21 homecoming game with New Mexico
State.
·
The question:
When would you prefer to see a UNM Lobo football game, during
the day or at night?
The answers:
Tom Duffy, non-degree student - "I always associate football
with daytime. I personally care for day games."
Greg Barber, accounting- "I would rather have games at 7:30. If
they were at I :30, I'd go to the game, then go home and just sit
around. I work at home in the afternoon to go to the games at night."
Ed Stewart, education - ''They should try to experiment to see
what the optimum time is for the football games. It sounds like a good
idea. Albuquerque doesn't have an afternoon sports event which most
major cities do."
Mike Romero, physical education -""At night, it's no fun to be
drunk in the afternoon."
Mindy Ramer, anthropology- "There's more excitement at night.
It's like going out on a date in the afternoon as opposed to night.
When I think of an afternoon game, I think of high school football,
when I think of a night game, I think of college football."
Alice Batt, special education - ''It puts the game in better perspective at night. Everyone's hyper at night. Going out in the afternoon isn't fun."
Scott Moses, accounting- "I'd rather have games at night. More
people like to go out in the night."
Janice Guenther, no major - "Some people might have to work.
·
Maybe they should alternate them."
David Forsythe, business administration - "I'd go for the 7:30
game because there is less conflict with school. It's also easier to get a
date to go in the evening."
Michael Palmer, psychology- "I like the games in the day because
a lot of things are going on Saturday nights."
Lisa Sandoval, psychology- "I like some night games. 1 think it's
a neat idea·to have them half and half."

0

Nov.
3-9
-Buy any.
bong and get
• •
a concert mm1
bong FREE!

GBHBRAL
STORE
111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE
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Therese Sullivan:
Handle With Care

tennis scholarship to UNM, said
By MARTY ZIMBEROFF
that the women's tennis program
~
LOBO Sports Writer
good at recruiting . and
was
For the past three years the UNM
0
scholarships,
'-' women's tennis team has received
"The women's tennis program
~ injections of a powerful tennis
pretty ·much equals the men's
stimulant.
~ The motivation was shipped program, Sullivan said.
2 from Brooklyn, N.Y. in a 5'7"
The top UNM female nctter
'<I''
finished third in the Western
~ package with the contents sticker
Athletic Conference finals last year.
g:, reading "Therese Sullivan".
The
top spot in the WAC was
~
Sullivan, a 21 year old BUS
senior with a minor in health, has captured by Karen Kennington of
held the No, I position on the Brigham Young University,
womens tennis team for the last "Who," Sullivan said, "Will be
three years and has no intentions of my toughest opponent this year."
Sullivan spent the summer
losing that spot this year.
The blue-eyed blonde was born in teaching tennis at Davis Cup
Seekonk, Mass, and grew up in Captain Tray Trabert's tennis camp
Brooklyn, N.Y .. She started tennis at Ojai, Cal.
The top fuzzballer said that her
at the age of 10. The high school
which Sullivan attended in game is improving and that she is
Brooklyn did not compete in tennis, receiving help on her serve and
so her parents entered her in the volley from 45 Nationals champion
Eastern Tennis Circuit which in- Nancy Neeld.
vites competition from the entire
"My overhead shots are imEast coast. Sullivan who came on a proving and I've also improved on
>-
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my mental outlook," Sullivan said.
She said that it was difficult taking
21 hours and keeping up with
tennis.
Sullivan said th<1t she enjoyed
doubles with her new partner Laura
Chavez and that the partnership has
grabbed three wins and only one
loss so far this season.
"I am also more confident and a
little more aggressive into the net
during singles" action, Sullivan
said. Sullivan said that the fall
semester is actually a warm-up for
the WAC championship meets in
the spring and that she will n.ot be
ranked in the WAC until those
tournaments.
Upon . graduating, Sullivan said
that she will travel to Europe with
teammate Mindy Sherwood. She
said that she would also like to try
playing tennis in the Futures
Curcuit, an Avon sponsored
tournament for fresh tennis talent.
Sullivan said that she would also
like to to try the pro curcuits.
With the talented racket of
Threse Sullivan leading the female
wolfpack, that contents sJicker
should have read, "Explosives,"
because that's just what Sullivan is
on the court.
·

ByEDJOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The climax of the season has
. _ _ _ _ _ .._.._._.._..,... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. _ _..._....,_... _ _ _ _ ,_1.
arrived for the UNM women's
cross-country team as they travel
Saturday to Logan, Utah ·to
compete in the regional tourj
Women's Apparel
) nament.
The top two teams will qualify
~
) for nationals with nine individuals,
~ Regular's
,
Seconds ) who are not on the top two teams,
~
SIS Pullover's • '!J, Scoop, and Jewel Necks .. sa.oo
s2.00 r with the fastest times also
I LIS Pullover's- v, Scoop and Jewel Necks .. S4.50
sa.oo 1 qualifying for nationals.
)
US Pullover's ·Cowl Necks •........•.. , .. ss.so
s4.00
Last year three teams were
allowed to qualify and UNM was
one of them as Karen Carmond
Ten different colors
lead them to a third-place finish
regionally and a ninth-place finish
nationally.
But this year Cramond is gone,
last year's number two runner Jean
~
1
many other items
Rostermondy is gone and Olympian
619 San Mateo, N.E. 268-0040
) Tecla Chemabawi decided to leave
UNM after her spring semester.
come by before you buy
But before too many tears are
r•._.._._._...._...._._._..._._-_ _ ,_... _ _...._.._._..._..._...._._-.z
shed for coach Tony Sandoval,
remember that speedy Susie Vigil, a
much-improved Virginia Middleton
and a super frosh Janet Wroblewski
are very much alive and doing very
well.
"We're hoping that at least one
of them will make it to nationals,"
Sandoval said.
"Susan is in the best crosscountry shape she's been in and
Virginia has really improved," he
said.
Vigil said, "It's going to be
tough, but I'm up forit."
Wroblewski, who has often been
compared to the former Lobo star ·
Cramond, said, I hope I can be as
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Wo177en Harriers To
Regional Tournament

1801 Mesa Vista NE
Friday Nov. 4th
8:00-1:00

"

' ··,1

UNM top woman netter Therese Sullivan displays her serve.

Warriors *2.00
Wahines $1.00
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Woman harrier Cindy Ashby and her teammates travel to
Logan, Utah this weekend to compete in the regional tourney.

good as her, but maybe I'd just as
soon be myself."
Sandoval felt it would be a good
idea not to push the young freshman this early in her career.
"Nobody's putting any pressure
on me and that's the way coach
wants it to be," Wroblewski said.
"I want to run the whole race as
hard as I can," said Wroblewski,
who has been the top runner in
every race for UNM this year.

SPECIAL OFFEil

COPIES FOR STUDENTS &
please
presen'l

ID card

2 ~2 "'r

WHILE YOU

FACUL TV

EACH
CASH

NO CHECKS, rtEASEO

WAIT

• prompt, courteous Servi~e • convenient off street parking • colrating and
stapling, drilling and binding l•dditi•~n•l <h,.go,l • open seven (7) days a Wl!oJ( to

_give you mor4! service • offset printing, typesetting, artbu, creativo dc$ign.
IJATA('V:'> r:rmrrpr for 1ln• ffpl!tmitm of n- rflp)'lrrg 11111f ptlnrl!tfi Ml.<;nt:;t

/t SF.R HCI: ...•.. NOW. ..... , li'ffEN YOU Nt'J:D IT' Ami t.'tuiugh tqltlpmtnl,
libiflly, and troftrctl prr.IOrilltl m hilndf'! alll'tWT N;pyfng tlnJ prinri!1}( nrtth

'

243-2841

111Z LOMAS fiE !Corr..r of U"l"'r•ll'tl

Vigil said, "Janet is real gutty. If
she wants to go to nationals, she'll
make it."
Vigil said of another teammate,
Virginia Middleton, "She's just
been a tigerthis year."
Cindy "Flash" Ashby has improved "one hundred per cent,"
Sandoval said.
Ashby and freshman Patty
Kaufman are expected to bring up
UNM's score as Sandoval said he
hopes UNM will place in the top
four.

Now comes Miller time.

Edith Isidore and Katie Huff
round oul the small Lobo squad.
''Those two have really come a long
way since the beginning of the
season," Sandoval said.
With the team not having as
much raw talent as last year, Vigil
said, "It's putting a lot more
pressure on us."
Sandoval said, "Janet is really
the only distance runner we have."
Both Vigil and Ashby are excellent half-milers and Middleton's
best race is considered to be the
mile.

e 1971 M1llerBrcwmg Co .MIIwaukoo, Wis
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your phone number. PI.EASE contact Sally.
ll/4
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraccpt.ion, ~terillzatlon, abortion. Righi to Choose, 294·
0171.
12/3
Arlen Asher Jazz Quartet every rrlday, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m.- at Ned's!
.
11/4
CON'fACTS1'1 Polishing & solutions. Cnscy Opt leal
Company, 2$5·8736.
tfn
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED - close or personal
experience with Anorexia Ncurosa, All Information
conOucnlial. Call collecll·982·8408 after 5 p,m, 11/4
WANTED: Jurors for mock trial, evening November
17.255-6810.
ll/8
IN CONCERT: Jnrmy Grine, Fri. Nov. 4, 8 p,Jil,
First Baptist Church Auditorium (Broadway and
Central).
· 11/4
SIBERIAN HUSKY NEEDS good loving home with
lots of room, Call after 6 a.m. 268·1082.
11/ll
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARK CARRILLO from
M.M.
11/4

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Onega 233,
277-5907.
fs
LOST: men's Burnsville cluss ring, Mitchell Hall, 2nd
noorrestroom, 277-3786,
ll/4
I.OST: reversible juckct beige canvns, brown-beige
wool plaid. Elasticized waist belt, $20.00 reward, 2669415. Just wanlthcjacket.
ll/10
FOUND: ner1r bookstore, roan's jacket. Claim Rm.
lOS, Murron Hnll.
ll/11..0 ,

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, mcuicnl,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125,
12/2
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Cull PENM 842-521)(),
tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296·8564.
fs
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,277-5907. fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Prnuenglass Associates,
344·8344.
11/18
EXI'ERTTYPINO, 266-4567,
11/9
CLASSICAl. GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
Beginners welcome. 266·9291.
ll/10
FAMOUS QUJVIRA BOOKSHOI' and Photography
Gallery is y, block from Johnson Gym on Cornell,
Special order service.
ll/7

4.

..

HOUSING

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efrlclcncics frum
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down Central
available. Apartment Includes modern kitchen. ,
Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on premises.
12901 Ccntrul NE. 299·0434,
1212
POOR OPEN MINDED man seeks same In woman
to share small house. $35.00/rnonth. Dave, 242-2933.
ll/8
SHARE EXPENSES with a friend. Spacious 2
bdrnr., quiet NE Heights neighborhood. Walk or bike
to UNM. 898·921~.
ll/9
WALK TO CLASS. $85.00, I bedroom, utilities
paid. Fenced yard. 262·1751, Valley Rcntuls, S30.00
fcc.
1119
THREE DI.OCKS to UNM. Cozy I bedroom,
$125.00.262-1751, VallcyRcntals.$30.00fec, 11/9
ROOM & IJOARD: responsible female to live-in
(private bedroom/bath), & care ror 2 children, ages 7
& 9, 2:30 p.m. to 9:00p.m., Moltday ·Friday, end of
November thru May, Home 3 block~ from UNM.
265·53 I H.
11/9.
1 BEDROOM APT. Furnished, back yard, 5 blocks
from campus. $115.00/mo, 266·7215 after S p.m.
ll/4

SUNGLASS HD'QTS
Prescription lenses make
from your old glasses.

Casey Optical Co.
.

(Nt!:%1 door Ia Casey Re:ra/1 Drug)

Lomas at W ashin~on 255-6329

Term11 cash In advcnc•.
Decdllnot, 12 noon for ••~' dey' a paper

WANTED: fcmul~ hllercstcd In taking over lense for
spring semester at the College Inn. Karen, 242-8798.
Jill 0

5.

D1~W ~"n

Ro.tea: 15c p•u word p•r do.y, Jl minimum.
5 or mot• consecutive do.ys,
9c per word pet do.y
(no refunds If co.nceled be#!)te 5 Insertions).

FOR SALE

MAX ELL UD C·90 casseucs. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free locnl delivery same week, Flrr.Oy, Box
7583,87104,256-1495.
1212
20 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30,00 to $(50.00. 441
Wyorni11g NE, 255·5987,
1127
1965 MUSTArliO FAST BACK;. Original owner, will
take best offer. 265·3565, ask for Kelko.
11/4
1977 VW BUG, only 4000 mUles, Still new, For more
information, caii265-356S, ask for Keiko.
J 1!4
1974 COROLLA WAGON. Good ccomony, very
dependable. Corne see it. Caii265-3S65.
11/4
1974 SAAB Le Wagon back. Excellent car, clean.
265·3565, ask for Kciko.
11/4
1975 FORD GRANADA. Low mileage. Original
owner, 265·3565, ask for Kclko.
11/4
SINGER FUTUil.A zigzag ~ewing machine. Top of
line, still guaranteed, Auto. bobbin winder, computerized buttonholer, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg.
$800.00; now SISO,OO cash. 821-4256.
11/14
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING
RlNOS: Up to 50Qfo discount to students, faculty, &
starr. Exnmplc, Y\ ct. $95.00, !h ct. $275.oo·, l ct.
$795.00; by buying direct from leading diamond
importer, For color catalog, send $1.00 to SMA
Diamond l mportcrs, Inc., Dox 42, Fanwood, N.J,
07023 (indicate name of school) or call (212) 682-3390
for location of showroom nearest you.
11/4
DlAL.·O-MATIC zlg.zag sewing machine, makes
buttonholes, sews on buttons, monograms, without
nttachrnents. $27,00 and take machine. 268·4393.
ll/15
NEW SONY TRJNATRON. Unclaimed lay-a-way,
Color TV, brand new, guannlee, no down payment.
$7.75 per m(Jnth till balance is paid orr. 266-5871.
II/IS
DUE TO Dl VORCE. Will sacriOce equity, Red
Classic Ill nnd attachments. Assume payments or
$7.00 month, new guarantee. 266·5872.
ll/15
l'lONEER REPOSSESSED STEREO. Complete
stereo system, full sized turntable, big speakers, big
AM/PM stereo, tupe player. Assume payments,
II/IS
$7.82 per month, 268-4394.
BERTIN 10-speed, $210.00. Gary, 292·1799.
ll/8
CLEARANCE SALE on all merchandise, Shirts only
$3.50 or 2 for $6.00 at California Fashion Outlet,
2318 Central SE, across from campus. 266-6872. ll/8
TO!' DOGS: female, red & tan Dobermann puppies,
$30.00. Male, $50.00. 265-9423,
ll/7
CASU PAID for baseball cnrds. Richard, 299-4687,
IIIlO
HERMES 10 Jypewriter. Elite type, excellent condl·
tlon, $200.00. 293-3250 weekdays.
l JIB
OOLF'CLUilS. Halg Ultras, bag & covers included,
used twice! $200.00.293-3250 weekdays.
l i/8
MONSTER SALE. Now In progress at UNM Book·
store- books, records, gifts, supplies!
11/10
THE GOLD STREET CIRCUS - inventory, fixtures, etc., Excellent business opportuniiy. Contact
Ccntury-21 Action Realty, 881·6446.
l l/9
1965 PLY SW. Loaded, dependable, $500.00. 8778072,
ll/9
CUSTOM WOOD FRAME mirrors, Great X-mas
gift. 877·8072 after 5 p.m.
ll/9
USED STRAIGHTORAIN BRIARS: better than
ncwl Finest hand-craftsmanship by Europe's best.
Ask about lt at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell
SE,
lllll

Georgetown
University
Law Center (Wash. DC)
recruiting
minority
students

ffio.rron

HAY A 'r SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

llo.ll ''"· 105

1975 YAMAHA DT400B Enduro motorcycle. Excel·
lent condllion, low mileage, $750.00. 298·0735. ll/10
MINOLTA 101 SliT, 58mm Fl.41en$.lncludescase,
rllters, eleclronlc flash & charger. $150.00. Call Mike,
277·4045 days, or 18Z6 Mesa Vlstn NEafterS. 11/10
SELMER SIGN.ET OBOE- make offer, 881·1046.
11/10
ON CAMPUS 'RESERVED PARKING, paved Jot.
$7,50 remainder or semester, $20.00 spring semester,
Call Mike, 277·4045 days, or 1826 Mesa Vista NE
aftcr5.
ll/10
GERRY YEAR ROUND II pack tent, $100.00. 2980837.
ll/10

6.

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, Oy later.
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 9
IJ/4
a.m. to9 p.m., 265-9860,
FREE TRAVEL SERVICE to students and faculty.
Information at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107
Girard Blvd. SE.
11/4
RIDES! RIDES! RIDESIITC, 265·9860
11/4
RIDES TO NYC weekly. $55.00. lTC, 255-6830.
II !II
RIDES TO L.A. & SAN FRANCISCO weekly.
$39.00. lTC, 255-6830.
ll/11

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

FAMED ANTHROPOLOGIST Christopher E. Love
was pronounced dead at 2 p.m. today. Apparent
cause of death wus a heart attack, suffered when no
one showed up for his first teaching assignment. 11/4

COPIES ·
Overnight
3lf2°Ca
4c same,.rJay
NoMinim~m

Tues., Nov. 8th

KINKO'S

Morning-Placement office

2312 Cent. SE 268-SSIS

Afternoon-Chicano Studies

column
UNITED Feature Syndicate
54 Flowed
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Indonesian
noisily.
Island
58 Embankment~~~*m:i
5Becomes
59 Ending with rInsipid
propand
10 Foolish
rep
14 Plc.ture
60 Epic poem
15 Arctic, e.g. 62 Tame
16 Gladeye
65 Ballgame
statistics
17 Recen~
.happenings 67 PractiCI:\1
69 Ascend
18 Dialect
suddenlY
19 Obtain
70 Be bold
enough
20Jewish
71 Ciirpentry
ascetic
joint
22 Slave
721nside:
24 Banking
Comb. form·
abbr.
11 Once more
39 Clairvoyant
73 Opening
25 Malayan
12 Hard quartz 41 Vocalized
7 4 Rye disease
boats
13 Canvas
43 Painstaking
75 Letters
27 Softens
shelters
· 46 Filet of---21 Negative
·29 Excuses
48 Erie, for one
DOWN
replies
32 Patriotic gp,
51 Notoriety
23 Fleece
1 Twining
33 Be penitent
53 Became
26 Beat In a
plant stem
34 Canary's
aware of
2 High cards
relative
'#BY
54 Wares
3 Unhurried
28 Historic
55 Typical
36 Gapes
periods
rates: 2
56 Backward:
40 Subjolr)S
29 Buggy
words
Prefix
30 Uncouth
42 Old-hat
57
Overly
fond
4 Interpolate
31 -----and
person
44 Brake part
5 Slugged
take notice 61 Give evi45 Certain hills
6Chemical
35 Water scordence:
47 Eye part
prefix
pion, e.g.
Slang
49 Compass
7 Optical item
37 Sharpening 63 Dilatory
point
8 Beverage
device
64 God of love
9 Slept noisily
50 Or not
38 Face
66 Unyielding
feature
52 Arthltectural 10 Great dane
68 Card game
ACROSS

EMPLOYMENT

TRAVEL

OLDTOWN

TO DAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
WANTED I'ART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours flexible, Call S.I.A., 242-521il.
11/14
OVERSEAS JOIIS ·summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500-$1200
monthly. Expenses paid, sjghtseeing. Free lnrormatlon - write International Job Center, Dept, NB.
Dox4490, Berkeley, CA 94704,
11/4
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! Work at
home - no .experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lan~, Suite 269,
Dallas. TX 75231.
ll/16
WORK PART TIME. $400.00 monthly. Call 881·
45H5, 9-S for informatiQn.
ll/4
!'ART TIME sales clerk & stocking. Must be over21
years old, Apply in person. Saveway Liquor St 0 res,
5704 Lomas NE; 5516Meriual Dlvd, NE,
11/8.
CHELSEA STREET I'UD DEATS the new minimum
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr, Waiter &
waitress openings available, super pay - super tips,
Apply in person, Coronado Center. Part or full time,
day or night shifts.
12/l
EARN UP to $5,00 an hour selling SEERS Weekly,
Call247·l518.
ll/9
TEMPORARY !'ART TIME employment: Stay-In·
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs Include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science aides,
derks & clerk-typists. l'ay: $2.30/hr. • $4.28/hr.
Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa Vista Hall.
Kirtland Is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
12/2
NEEDED DAYTIME package store help; must bc2l
ll/10
or over. Apply 4200 Central SE.
EDUCATION STUDENTS NEEDED for temporary
ll/7
pilot child care program, Caii34S-3766.
DOOR TO DOOR flyer distribution. Part time,
Carol, 265-6308,
11/4

7.

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

---------------.J

•

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified a.dvertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
+. Housing;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.
5. For Sale;

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Enclosed $ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone

,.

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:36> P.M.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To\.
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

J_

